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Abstract 

Measuring the performance of ultra stable frequency standards such as the Superconducting Cavity 
Maser Oscillator (SCMO) will necessitate improvement of some test instrumentation. Thefiequenq sta- 
bility test equipment used at JPL includes a 1 Hz Ofset Generator to generate a beat f r equey  between 
a pair of 100 MHz signals that are being compared. noise floor of the masuremnt system using 
the current Oflet Generator (1.7 X 10-l4 at I second tau and 6.2 X 1 0-l7 at 1000 seconds), k ade- 
quate to characterize stability of hydrogen masers, bbut will not be for the SCMO. A new Ofset Generator 
with improved stability has been designed and tested at JPL. With this Offset Generator, and a new Zero 
Crossing Detector recently developed at JPL, the memurementjloor has been reduced by a factor of 5.5 
at 1 second tau, 3.0 at 1000 seconds, and 9.4 at 10000 seconds, compared against the previous design. In 
addition to the new circuit designs of the Oaet  Gemrator and Zero Crossing Detector, tighter control of 
the measurement equipment environment has been required to achieve this improvement. The design of 
thk new ODet Generator will be described, along with details of the environment control methods used. 

INTRODUCTION 

Allan Deviation measurements made at the Jet Propulsion Laboratories Frequency Standards Lab- 
oratory require an offset generator to test some types of equipment. The offset generator is used, 
for example, to test a frequency source when neither the measurement device or the frequency 
reference can be offset to obtain a 1 Hz beat for the zero crossing detector [I]. It is also used to 
test 2-port devices. A single 100 MHz reference carrier is split into two paths, with one path to 
the zero crossing detector containing the 2-port device in test, and the other path containing the 
offset generator to  develop the 1 Hz beat signal for the zero crossing detector. Figure 1 shows the 
instrumentation used to  perform these tests. 

'This work was carried out at the Jet Propulsion Laboratory, California Institute of Technology, under a contract 
with the National Aeronautics and Space Administration. 



OFFSET GENERATOR DESIGN 

A block diagram of the offset generator is shown in Figure 2. The 1 IIz offset is generated in two 
steps, using divide and mix direct frequency synthesis to  first develop a -10 Khz offset in the 
input stage, then a 4-9.999 KHz offset in the output stage. The input stage translates the input 
frequency by a factor of 1 -10-~ ,  and the output stage by a factor of l+10P4 so that  F(o.rrt) = 
F ( i n )  x (1 - x (1 + loP4) = 99.999999 MHz. The output of each stage is taken from a 
phase locked crystal VCO acting as a narrow band output filter to  minimize the spurious frequency 
products in the offset generator output. 

OFFSET GENERATOR PERFORMANCE 

Performance of the present day offset generator is adequate to measure stability of frcquency 
standards in current use in the NASA/JPL Deep Space Network. Stability of the offset generator 
is cotnpared against a hydrogen maser stability i11 Figure 3. Future requirements for the Deep 
Space Network specify tighter frequency stability limits than these present frequency standards 
can supply [2]. To test to  these tighter standards in the futiire, and the very high stability fiber 
optic reference signal transportation links in current use by the Deep Space Network, some design 
changes have bee11 made in the test instrumentation. A recent redesign of the zero crossing detector 
has improved it's stability [3]. At the same time, a fiber optic interface to  the frequency counter 
and co~nputer has been added to eliminate ground loops, and reduce crosstalk between channels in 
the rneasurement system. 

OFFSET GENERATOR NOISE 

Iluring static environmental conditions, the primary elements that establish frequency stability of 
the offset generator are the local oscillator VCO and PLL elements, and the frequency dividers. 
At frcqilencies within the phase lock loop bandwidth, the VCO tracks the signal in test, canceling 
VCO phase instability, but not amplitude instability. AM to P M  noise conversion that  occurs in the 
zero crossing detector mixer [4],[5] will generate an additive phase instability in the meast~rement 
system. 

The measured power spectral density of AM and PM noise of the 100 MHz VCO are plotted in 
Figure 4a. The calculated closed loop phase noise with a 100 Hz loop bandwidth, and the AM to 
PM converted noise generated in a mixer with a -30 dB  AM t o  PM conversion coefficient are also 
shown on the same figure. The AM to  P M  converted noise is shown to  predominate over closed 
loop VCO P M  noise a t  offset frequencies below 4 Hz. Oscillator AM noise therefore appears to be 
a major factor in establishing long tern1 stability of the offset generator. 

1. Oscillator Redesign 

In the redesign, the original oscillator has been replaced with a low noise 5 MHz BVA crystal 
oscillator followed by a X20 frequency multiplier. The plot of Figure 4b shows the measured and 
calculated noise performance improvement of this new oscillator/multiplier tested under the same 
conditions, and using the same loop bandwidth as for Figure 4a. At 1 Hz offset frequency, AM 
noise and PM noise have been reduced 20 dB and 40 dB respectively, below the original oscillator. 



The oscillator/lrlultiplier for the output frequency conversion is offset 0.05 Hz from nominal at  5 
M l l z ,  allowing use of an available, produrtjon 5 MHz VCO. T ~ P  input frequency conversion requir~s  
a 500 Hz offset a t  5 MHz, well beyond thc pulling range of any ava.ilal>lc high precision 5 MTIz 
VCO. 

2. Single Sideband Mixer 

To avoid a custonl design for thc i n p ~ ~ t  converter VCO, a single sideband rriixer is used to suppress 
tlie input carrier in place of nsing a, phase locked VCO. The urlwarlted sideband and input c,arricr 
are attenuated morc tha,n 45 dB below the output by adjusting amplitude and phasc balance of the 
low frequency input to  the mixers. The phase lock loop of the output conversion section further 
atternlates these unwanted frequency coruponents to  Illore than 110 dB below the output carrier of 
the offset generator. Figure 5 shows thc basic design of the si~igle sideba,rld mixer. 

3. Frequency Dividers 

The frequency dividers are of conventional design, using an ECI, divide-by 40 for the firsl; divider, 
followed by HC74 series TTL dividers for thc rctnaining lower frequency division of 250. 

4. Environmental controls 

At long rneasure~ne~lt tilrles where thc stability approac,hes parts in 10-18, the offset generator is 
affected by temperature variations, vibratior~, arid relative humidity that can rxla.sk any improve- 
ments made in the electronics. The offset generator a.nd zero c,rossirlg detector are both installed 
in a thermoelectric temperature controlled enclosure to reduce this sensitivity. The temperature 
control is set at  25 Celsius, and a thermal gain of 20 has been realized. The clectronics are on a 
112 irlch thick aluxninu~n coldplate conpled to the thermoelectric elernerlts for heat transfcr. The 
large mass of the coldplate serves also to reduce the ~nechanical rcsonant frequerlcy of the assembly, 
which red r~ces se~isitivity to shock a ~ i d  vibration. Fu 1.t her i~lvestigation is required to deter~lline the 
best approach to  reduce sensitivity to humidity. 

5. Test Results 

Allan Lleviation of  the original, and the revised designs of ofFset generator and zero crossing dc- 
tector are corapared in Figure 6. The new offset generator a n d  zero crossing detector reduces the 
measurement noise floor by a factor of 5.5 at a, tau of 1 second, 3.0 at  1000 seconds, and 9.4 at  
10000 seconds. 

CONCLUSIONS 

Tmprovernents have been made in the measureme~it floor of the Allan Deviation test equipment by 
replacing the crystal VCOs used in the offset generator with a lower 11oise 5 MHz crystal VCO and 
X20 frequency multiplier for one stage of the offset generator, a.nd a single sideband mixer in place 
of a phase locked VCO to reduce spurious or~tprlts in the othcr stage. Adding a thermoelectric 

I ternperaturc co~ltroller to  the electronics has further improved stability by reducing temperature 
variations of the electronics by a factor of 20. 
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ALLAN DEVIATION TEST INSTRUMENTATION 
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